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Session 1 Section 1
Land Governance, 

Land Administration & 
Land Information Systems 

• Session One: Problem & Analysis  /  Session Two: 
proposals

• Section 1: Land Governance and Land Administration 
Section 2: Land Information Systems (aspect of LG and LA)

• To strengthen capacity in LandNNES to engage in policy 
proposals on LA reforms by improving civil society’s 
understanding and analysis of Land Governance and the 
problems with LA institutions in SA, particularly LIS / 
LTIS

• To provide LandNNES with scope to plan advocacy and 
action-oriented strategies to improve LG and LA 

• To develop a common understanding of Land Governance 
& LA institutions, and identify gaps in policies, laws and 
organisations, and weaknesses in co-operative governance



Structure outline for 
presentations

Land Governance

Land Information 
Systems (LIS)

Land Allocation, 
valuation, fiscal, 
enforcement etc

Land Use 
Planning, Spatial
Registration etc

Land 
Administration



Dilemma of ‘engagement’
Do need the theoretical understanding 

The way LA is structured mirrors the property 
structure in society

Do need to engage the structures of property

LandNNES should come to grips with the structures of 
power and engage, that is our raison d’etre

Needs to be an interaction between grassroots and high 
level institutions of power

Develop alternatives 

Courts should be option of last resort not first resort



The Sandwich

Policies and Laws

Judiciary

   Messy 
   middle: 
 
Implementing
    agencies
    (mainly
    executive)



The Paradox
• In colonial and apartheid period there was ONLY the 

administration for all aspects of regulating black people 

• Hence excessive administrative framework for black rights 
(‘native administration’) through Dept of Native Affairs  
and Native Admin Act -  rule by proclamation

• There were no enforceable land rights outside of the 
administration, and no recourse to the legislature 

• Now strong Constitutional rights and courts, but limited 
administration (executive functions) to give effect rights 

• Rights either administered off-register by various local 
agencies, or forced into registration framework which is a 
poor match for the way rights are arranged on the ground 



Conventional LA
Conventional LA involves processes to create land units 
and rights to these, and to value land and buildings. Can be 
sporadic (individual) or systematic (across the board).

These land parcels are recorded in cadastres and rights to 
those parcels are recorded in land registers.  

LA ensures efficient change of parcel structure, such as 
subdivisions, and rights, e.g. transfer of lease or ownership. 

The property valuation & taxation processes assess and 
record property values for land taxation, market 
transactions, expropriation, etc. 

Our problematic is that these functions do not fit 
off-register rights and land units, e.g. customary & informal 
settlements.









LA as a Compound Eye
• The graphics illustrate how LA is linked to multiple facets, 

eg adjudication, surveying, planning, valuation and 
taxation 

• The functions are distributed between and across different 
levels and spheres of government

• In a coherent system this is necessary, as long as there is 
good structure, coordination & linkages between policy 
(legislative), implementation (executive) and enforcement 
(judicial or juridical) clear; a binding national infrastructure 

• Even a coherent system of LA, with legal homogeneity and 
a binding cadastre, LA is extremely complex

• But much more complex in a country like ours, with legal, 
normative and institutional pluralism & weak/ 
non-existent institutions to administer off-register rights 
and no binding cadastre,: no quick fixes or short cuts





“The administration of land is an essential component of any 
nation’s administrative portfolios. Here, land administration is 
defined as the management of land tenure, land valuation, 
land-use, and land development. 
     A land administration infrastructure is defined as the policy 
instruments, legal frameworks, institutional design, and technical 
tools that underpin the delivery of these four functions. 
     The four broad functions are increasingly relevant to a nation’s 
ability to organize itself. In the contemporary context, land 
administration will be relevant to the management of the 
macro-economy, levying of taxes, the provision of services and 
building of new infrastructure, and the protection of the 
environment and allocation of water rights. 
     Without a national land administration infrastructure a nation 
will struggle to be governed holistically. Contemporary land 
administration literature supports this view”.

Bennetta, Rajabifard, Williamson & Wallace, 2012



Definitions of LG and LA
LAND GOVERNANCE

The rules, processes and structures through 
which decisions are made about access to land 
and its use, the manner in which decisions are 
implemented and enforced, and the way that 
competing interests in land are managed. 

LAND ADMINISTRATION
The process of determining, recording and 
disseminating information about ownership, 
value and use of land, when implementing land 
policies (The United Nations UN/ECE 1996). 
LA is built on rules (policies, laws, regulations)

 



LA and Land Tenure
• LA is often conflated with land tenure
• LA should be conceptualised and constituted 

as an infrastructure, like a ‘soft’ version of 
physical infrastructure or scaffolding

• Road network for different vehicles
• An integrated administrative network for a 

range of rights to travel along 
• LA is critical to land tenure but LA is not land 

tenure
• LA brings about the administration and 

management of land rights through a range of 
interrelated institutions



Disclaimer

In this presentation we will focus mainly on land 
tenure and land rights, and land information systems 
in the next one, bearing in mind that the other 
functions such as economic and layout planning, 
valuation, revenue issues are critical components of 
LA, but the most critical problem in SA around the 
misalignment of LA is LAND TENURE and the 
fragmented and archaic LAND INFORMATION 
SYSTEM, and hence there will be disproportionate 
focus on LT and LIMS in the short  time available. 





Reality Check 1 - overlapping rights



Rights coincidental, 
but laws contiguous
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Reality Check 2

• Due to the disproportionate focus of LA on 
the formal, it is conducted by non-state (or 
hybrid) institutions in much of SA

• These local non-state actors include civics, 
residents’ associations, family forums, 
clanship heads, traditional authorities, and 
many other community authorities, 

• These develop power and authority that 
will not be easily supplanted by a state 
system 



Reality check 3
• Currently approximately two thirds of 

the total population reside in urban areas 
(> 95% of the white population is 
urbanised) 

• 37% of total population lives in the eight 
primary metropolitan areas. 

• Between 1995 and 2008 the metros 
expanded by nearly 40% and the 
secondary cities expanded by 24% while 
the population of the former homelands 
grew by only 9%



Question
Previous slide is of a conventional LA bureaucratic 
structure. Compare that with the ‘actually-existing 
practices and processes of LA in urban and rural 
settlements where people do not have title. Read this 
statement and answer the question: 

20 years into democracy and land governance for 
majority of SA citizens is in disarray. There is an 
absence of coherent state land administration 
institutions to recognise and administer off-register 
rights. The governance has, as a result, become 
increasingly localised and run by non-state actors. 

What do you think of this statement? Please provide 
evidence for your answer and diagram of the 
actually-existing structure and processes of LA



Land Administration: the doing stuff
• Land Administration is the key implementing aspect of Land 

Governance. LA comprises many functions that must be well 
coordinated for effective enforcement of rights
• Land use planning
• Delimitation of boundaries (surveying parcels, mapping rights)
• Allocation of rights (e.g. by market, grant or award, etc)
• Adjudication of rights — to  authoritatively decide who has 

what rights; for this you need new principles of adjudication
• Recording and registering rights (by social convention or title)
• Manage social succession and inheritance of land
• Valuation of land
• Mediating disputes (by local institutions, public protector or 

courts)
• The organisation of land information systems and databases 

cuts across all these functions



Rights paradigm
• The rights framework is well developed in 

Constitution and statutory law 

• But the administrative infrastructure to implement is 
weak, collapsed or non-existent

• For the rights paradigm to work, you need strong 
policy and legal framework, strong executive 
institutions and a strong judiciary. 

• We have some strength in policy and law and 
progressive jurisprudence through a strong 
independent judiciary, but the enforcement agencies  
in the middle are misaligned or absent



SA Constitutional Context
LA as 4th leg of Land Reform?

• Post-apartheid SA inherited racially differentiated LA 
• Much of this structure is still in place, despite the 

Constitution
• The Constitution addressed the legacy of insecure rights of 

the majority in Section 25(6) for equitable redress of tenure:
• “A person or community whose tenure of land is legally insecure as a 

result of past racially discriminatory laws or practices is entitled, to the 
extent provided by an Act of Parliament, either to tenure which is 
legally secure or to comparable redress”

• Passed new protective rights with for wall-to-wall coverage
• But post-apartheid policies and laws failed to address or 

reform LA institutions in order to deliver on this — did not 
develop LA holistically to serve all property rights equitably

• Should be LA as fourth leg of land reform



Institutional Incongruence
• The SA Constitution resulted in fundamental redesign 

of institutions & governance with pro-poor ethos
• The Constitution distributes various LA functions 

between different spheres of govt and line function 
departments, sometimes as concurrent functions

• A new state institutional architecture created, but not 
holistically conceptualised for LA — followed a 
piecemeal approach, only tampering with individual 
threads in what should be an integrated tapestry 

• Created wall-to-wall local government, eliminated old 
homeland LA machinery, but left traditional 
authorities

• LA collapsed in these areas leaving only contested TCs 
which compete with local government and other 
localised authority structures that have become 
prominent in the wake of the collapse of state LA



Fractured systems
• LA highly fragmented between different sources of 

authority, operating in silos, not coordinated, many 
collapsed, localised 

• New municipal structures have authority over planning but 
not land, which is a sole national competency under the 
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform. 

• Rights in law conceptualised without a national 
infrastructure to manage and enforce them

• There is a plethora of statutes and institutions which jointly 
and/or severally operate as ‘background law’ in LA system

• These background institutions are not configured to manage 
unrecorded and off-register rights, but are an efficient 
machine for formal rights management

 



Specific challenges
• Much authority over land tenure has become localised 

and managed by non-state actors and institutions
• Persistence of fractured archaic land/ property / tax/ 

revenue system in communal areas, rural tax base lost

• Planning law (SPLUMA) took decades to 
conceptualise and enact but is still not geared for rural 
planning and tenure in communal areas

• Land survey norms and standards are still embedded in 
old order mindsets, laws and regulations

• There is no framework for valuation/s in terms of ‘just 
and  equitable compensation’ specified in s25(3)



Results
• Competing and overlapping systems of rights on most 

land (commercial farms, communal, urban informal)

• Variable rights relying on variable norms and standards

• People apply different socio-cultural reference points 

• No overarching adjudication mechanisms

• No overarching enforcement system, hence 
over-reliance on the Courts to adjudicate disputes 

• Disputes between authority structures, boundaries 
owners, accountability, inheritance, etc

• The very idea of legality is contested



How did we get here?

• There was never an attempt to develop an overarching 
coherent national policy on LA, or framework legislation

• The opportunity for repurposing LA was missed in the 
process of creating new rights and governance structures, 
re-assigning powers and functions, but with no regard to 
how the pieces of the puzzle fit into the picture

• There is a new picture to form but the state has been 
encumbered with old pieces of the puzzle



What do we mean by 
Repurposing LA?

• Repurposing LA means firstly recognising the existing 
structure, what is designed to do, and for what purpose 
we want to change it — to do what?

• LA is set up to implement title and is not set up to 
manage off-register rights and uses

• These cannot be parcelled in one-to-own ownership 
relationship, thus cannot easily be planned for layouts 
and services, nor absorbed and maintained in the registry  

• The logic many officials, professionals and economists 
apply is to simply expand the cadastre by surveying and 
registering and thus absorbing into a conventional LTIS



Revisit whole framework
• Policy and Laws are set by the legislature, 

executed by the executive and adjudicated by the 
Judiciary

• LA is a set of functions that enables the 
management of land related matters and is the 
implementing level of property rights

• Now Constitutional rights that flow from the 
legislature but discrepancies persist

• Weak institutions to enforce rights
• LA actualises rights and is not the source of rights 
• Need to revisit the whole framework and focus in 

particular on how to rebuild institutions and the 
institutional linkages between them



Conclusions
• No systemacy – case by case, over dependence on courts
• Registry is based on abstraction – can adjudicate according 

to abstract principles that accord with social norms 

• Need to develop principles for admission of new kinds of 
evidence from customary norms to adjudicate, ascertain 
rights 

• Certify rights, but certifying tenure through records not a 
quick fix — complexity remains, and certification changes 
property relations and threatens existing power relations 

• Normative pluralism has proved to be persistent even when 
title deeds or records of any sort are issued 

• Take account of social contexts — will be iterative process, 
changes will impact common law and registry traditions 



This is reality: 
Informal settlements in urban areas grew by roughly 

800% since 1994, roughly 5 million people 
225000 structures in CT’s 150 Informal Settlements  



Historic land records decaying



Mushrooming of unplanned & unserviced 
settlements

With un-rateable properties



Overlapping rights



Unsurveyed land parcels with multiple customary 
access rights in Ekuthuleni KZN 

From Donna Hornby’s research



Unsurveyed land parcels with multiple customary
 access rights in Ekuthuleni KZN 

            From Donna Hornby’s research



Sub-lineage land with one freehold title —
main homestead above with a number of 

relatives 
who have access rights in ‘tenant’ village below



Lineage land with one freehold title deed owned by 
four related but distinct families - originally bought 
by a great great grandfather and then “informally” 
divided between four sons; and title in name of a 

common ancestor – families in tension and mutual 
suspicion



Lineage land with one freehold title with 
ancestor on title, several families with access 

rights. Outer boundary of fields surveyed, 
“informally” subdivided between mother, 

brothers and sisters


